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/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following pages will analyze the existing built, social and natural

environments of community district three. Though this is an existing
conditions report, it is intended to lay the groundwork for future
action with respect to disaster preparedness and resiliency. Recent
trends may be indicative of the direction the district is headed. So, we
have also included analysis on changes that have taken place in the
area. Understanding these trends may equip the Disaster Preparedness
Committee with the knowledge necessary to prepare for and respond
to threats to the safety and welfare of its vulnerable residents.

View of East River from Lower East Side - photo courtesy of Dylan Carey
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In terms of the natural environment and existing infrastructure,
the Lower East Side has two key strengths that will be the focus of this
document. The Lower East Side’s existing permeable open spaces and
flexible transportation system are crucial for disaster preparedness
in this community. Our research leads us to believe that expanding
green infrastructure projects and increasing components of our
transportation system provide the best opportunities to make the Lower
East Side resilient to future natural disasters. As this community has
grown and developed, several weaknesses have recently been brought
to the forefront. The storm surge from Superstorm Sandy exposed the
vulnerability of the Lower East Side as it relates to the area’s low-lying
topography. Critical sewage and energy infrastructure lies in this surge
area which exposed the Lower East Side to sewage backs up in homes
and the loss of power to the entire area. Climate change provides a
major threat to the area. Coastal areas, like the Lower East Side, will
see increased heat waves, rising sea levels, and increasing intensity
and frequency of flooding events. Our future recommendations will
incorporate these issues to help make this community stronger in the
face of these growing challenges.

The built environment on the Lower East Side has displayed
a remarkable resiliency in previous storm events, however we have
identified a number of key vulnerabilities. Research on the zoning
present throughout much of Community District 3 revealed open
space assets present on the public housing campuses, as well as
inherent threats to the buildings, due to their waterfront location.
The 2008 rezoning eliminated open space requirements found in
the waterfront housing, threatening to undermine the existing
permeability of the area. The presence of an M-3 manufacturing
district in close proximity to residential uses presented a further
vulnerability. Superstorm Sandy’s storm surge flooded large swaths of
the Lower East Side, exposing the hazards of prevalent basement uses
found in the District. Our research found that significant real estate
development is taking place in the coming years, with the potential to
create opportunities for strengthened resiliency, or construction that
may cause further harm in a disaster. We also found federal disaster
assistance for the types of dwellings existing on the Lower East Side to
be severely lacking. As we move forward with our recommendations,
we will be using our knowledge of the existing built environment to
develop solutions that fortify and adapt buildings to cope with future
disasters.

connections and organizational networks, the extent and importance
of which was shown in the weeks and months following Superstorm
Sandy. Further, the area’s diversity and strong sense of place exists
alongside economic vitality. Our section on businesses will discuss
the beneficial role businesses can play before and after a catastrophic
event. The Disaster Preparedness Committee can protect and build on
these strengths to improve the preparedness and resiliency of the area.
In fact, it may be necessary for community based organizations to take
on this role. Gentrification threatens to increase costs of living and
operating a business in the area. This may result in the displacement
of affordable community-needs businesses and vulnerable residents,
depriving residents of the social infrastructure crucial to disaster
preparedness and resiliency.
Geography and increasing intensity of coastal storms threaten
two thirds of the population of CD3, with most vulnerable at frontlines.

The natural and built characteristics of the Lower East Side
have far-reaching implications for the people living and working in
the area. For example, most of CD3’s vulnerable residents live in the
highest disaster-risk areas in the district. Despite this challenge, the
Lower East Side has produced a number of culturally and linguistically
diverse community-based organizations, devoted to improving the
area’s preparedness and resiliency. There are also strong neighborhood
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/INTRODUCTION
This report was produced by Pratt Institute’s Fundamentals of City

Planning Studio, for the Good Ol’ Lower East side (GOLES) on behalf
of the Disaster Preparedness Committee for Manhattan Community
District 3 (CD3). The following pages identify existing conditions
in the area that are relevant to disaster preparedness and resiliency
in the built, natural, and social contexts. Each section concludes
by synthesizing respective characteristics and presenting them as
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities or threats.
Throughout this report we employ data from the U.S. Census Bureau
to track overall patterns. There are a number of limitations to using
this data. First, data is presented at the census tract level. This scale
does not lend itself well to describing some of residents of CD3, where
any given census tract might contain two or more distinct, dissimilar
neighborhoods. Second, the data is survey based and, therefore,
susceptible to error. Despite these limitations, this data is useful as a
starting point. Observations based on this data, then, are not intended
to be perfect representations of community district three. Rather, they
are mere theories to be supplemented by the empirical evidence we
will gather in the next phase of this project.

Insert Picture Caption and citation herew
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Community District 3 is situated in the Lower East Side
of Manhattan, and includes the East Village, Two Bridges, and
Chinatown neighborhoods. We conducted an initial site visit to
establish a direction for our research. The Disaster Preparedness
Committee selected three sites deemed to be representative samples
of the the broader community district. These site visits were essential
to understanding the intricacies of the community and crafting
questions relevant to community needs and vulnerabilities.

Three survey sites in CD3 that were of particular focus. Background image courtesy of
Google Maps 2013

Section 1 encompasses the Baruch houses and lies at one of
the lowest points in the Lower East side of Manhattan. Section 2 is
defined by the tenement districts ubiquitous in the Lower East Side
and the Jacob Riis Houses on the waterfront. Section 3 featured
the tower-in-the-park form most prominently, with the presence of
the Rutgers, LaGuardia, and Two Bridges. The site visits revealed
a number of important features that will play a major role in future
disasters. Upon making landfall, Sandy unleashed a storm surge that
slammed into the Eastern shore of Manhattan. The effects have been
lasting, and were evident in our site visits. Some of the observations
our teams made included a drop in pedestrian activity, loss of retail
and service businesses, the dominating presence of the 14th street
Con Ed Power plant, and the dichotomous nature of the tower-inthe-park form in contrast to the emblematic tenement districts that
have become synonymous with rich immigrant history of the Lower
East Side.
After combining our group observations with detailed analysis,
we began to identify major themes that guided our conclusions about
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Many of the
strengths in the Lower East Side community usually contain some
level of vulnerability:
The Lower East Side has a long history of community organizing
and activism. The strong social ties in various communities provide
the necessary connections to be resilient in the face of natural disasters.
The opportunity lies in the potential to increase coordination and
collaboration between the various communities that make the Lower
East Side so vibrant.
The diversity and density of the built environment serves to
create an eclectic and interesting urban landscape. From the tower-inthe-park public housing on the waterfront, to the rows of tenements
further inland, the Lower East Side possesses significant capital in the
form of sturdy housing. The density that contributes so much to the
Lower East Side’s urban character, has the potential to cause harm in
the face of disaster.
The Lower East Side has developed into a major destination for
residents of the city, drawing visitors from outside of the neighborhood
for its restaurants and nightlife. The economic opportunity that is

Mural amidst high-rise buildings on the LES - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

nascent in the Lower East Side has resulted in the displacement of
long-term low-income residents.
The power plant on 14th street, through a complex network
of energy infrastructure, provides vital resources for hospitals, senior
facilities, and hundreds of thousands of residents in the Lower East
Side. Superstorm Sandy exposed the fragility of this energy grid and
the vast impact and possible risk to a dense population of people.
Hurricane Irene, Superstorm Sandy, and the Brownout of
2006 each exemplify the growing presence of the consequences
of climate change in everyday life. This report identifies salient
characteristics in the Lower East Side, and considers the implications
of those characteristics in the face of a growing number of extreme
weather events. The overarching purpose of this report is to analyze
these conditions with an eye towards laying a foundation for
recommendations to make this community more resilient in the
future.
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The Lower East Side has a rich and varied history that serves as a

microcosm for trends that shaped New York City as a whole. Successive
waves of immigration from across the globe arriving into overcrowded
tenements, urban renewal and slum clearance, neighborhood decline
and subsequent gentrification, are all parts of the Lower East Side’s
History. Throughout all of these changes, the area has maintained
a strong sense of community identity. This was readily apparent
following Hurricane Sandy, when neighbors came together to help
those affected by the storm. Understanding this history, and how it
informs present day conditions, is essential as the Lower East Side
prepares for future disasters.

SWOT

Housing

Future Sites

Historic Districts

History of the
Lower East Side

Source: E. L. Viele, 1874. The New York Public Library, The Lionel
Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division.
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A significant amount of the land lining the coast of the Lower
East Side is man made fill. This occurred as boat slips, a primary
feature of the strong maritime economy in the first half of the
nineteenth century, were filled in. The last of these slips was filled in
18981. The majority of the present day waterfront consists of this fill.
As the neighborhood expanded, housing was built on the landfill, first
in the form of tenements and then as public housing in the wake of
urban renewal programs. The Jacob Riis Houses in focus area 2 are
firmly situated over this fill, as well as a number of other New York
City Housing Authority (NYCHA) developments throughout the
district.
Tenements became a ubiquitous building form in the Lower
East Side from the second half of the 19th century and into the early
20th century2. Initially, tenements suffered from a severe lack of light
and air, a problem that was remedied through legislation that required
dwelling rooms to have windows that faced open air. In the mid20th century, the policy of urban renewal dominated discourse in
the city over housing. The Regional Plan Association (RPA) issued
its recommendations for the Lower East Side in 1930, arguing for
de-concentration through a rezoning and construction of the East
River Drive3. Through this plan, the RPA hoped to retain white collar
workers, who often decamped from the Lower East Side upon climbing
the economic ladder. Fiorello LaGuardia, the mayor of New York from
1934-1945 was a proponent of urban renewal policies, pushing for
the creation of public housing through the use of federal funds4. The
result was construction of sprawling public housing complexes along
the waterfront. These complexes adhered to the tower-in-the-park
architectural style, creating super blocks for high rises, surrounded by
large amounts of open space.
While the tenement districts and public housing complexes
have become synonymous with the Lower East Side, the neighborhood
has gone through a number of changes, due to significant gentrification.
The Department of City Planning rezoned the Lower East Side in 2008.
The rezoning created contextual districts, which guide development
of new buildings into conforming with the surrounding urban fabric.
Additionally, the rezoning sought to improve the commercial overlays
that are so essential to retail vibrancy in the neighborhood.

Historic Districts

Timeline

•1999- Tropical Storm Floyd hit New York. While the effects
were felt mostly upstate, the city did take precautionary measures,
including closing schools and opening storm shelters.
•2011- NYC was hit by tropical storm Irene. In anticipation of
the storm, NYC issued a mandatory evacuation of coastal areas
for the first time in its history. To accommodate the evacuation,
the city opened 81 shelters, housing 10,000 evacuees. Winds of 65
mph and seven inches of rain were recorded in the city. Damage
was estimated at $100 million. 8,000 city residents received a total
of $13.6 million in federal disaster assistance.
•2012- Super Storm Sandy made landfall in New York City, with
wind speeds reaching 85mph, approximately one inch of rainfall,
and a storm surge of 13.88 feet. Prior to the storm, the city issued
a mandatory evacuation of coastal zones and opened 76 shelters.
The impact of Sandy on the Lower East Side greatly influenced the
perspective through which we conducted our research.

Urban Design

•1938 Hurricane: A category 3 hurricane, which caused severe damage
in NYC and led to 10 fatalities. It is the most powerful hurricane to
make landfall near the city; the eye of the storm crossed over Long
Island approximately 75 miles from NYC. The storm led to power
outages in all of the Bronx and above 59th st in Manhattan, shutting
down the IND subway line.
• 1954- Hurricane Carol, a category 3 storm, led to significant flooding
in NYC.
•1955- The residuals of Hurricane Connie dump 12” of rain at
LaGuardia airport in
•1960- Hurricane Donna, a category 2 storm, caused an 11-foot storm
tide, leading to significant pier damage.
•1966- Tropical Storm Bertha caused heavy rains in NYC in.

History
History

History of New York City Storm Events

Future Sites
Housing
SWOT

Photos courtesy of (left to right): cinebeasts.com, wikimapia.org, Museum of Reclaimed Urban Space, Scientific American 2013
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The

Lower East Side possesses several structures of invaluable
historic significance that enrich the architectural context of the region.
Historic Districts add sense of cultural significance and identity to a
community. These districts do require additional maintenance with
comes with appreciable extra costs. Any facade modifications must
be approved by the Landmarks Preservation Commission prior to
the commencement of any alterations10. This presents a potential
vulnerability, as the process can be cumbersome. Large swaths of
historic structures have been protected through the creation of three
landmark districts:
Listed: January 14, 1969
Type of district: National Register, LPC Historic District
Main Intersection: East 10th Street and 2nd Avenue

Housing

Photos courtesy of Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation

SWOT

East Village/Lower East Side Historic District13
Listed: October 12, 2012
Type of district: LPC Historic District
Main Intersections: Second Avenue between East Second and Sixth
streets.

St Marks Historic District11

Future Sites

Historic Districts

Urban Design

History
History

Historic Districts

• Five years after its landmark designation, in 1974, it was added to
the National Register of Historic Places.
• Revised in 1984 to include two more buildings located on E. 10th St.

Located in parcels that belonged to the estate of Petrus Stuyvesant,
the St. Marks Historic District is the oldest of the established historic
districts in the Lower East Side. It features a collection of midnineteenth century architecture, primarily showcasing the Italianate
and Federal styles that characterized the era. The centerpiece of the
district is St. Mark’s church, built in 1795, one of the three buildings
that survive from Stuyvesant’s lifetime.
• Designated a city landmark by the New York Landmarks Preservation
Commission in 196912.
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Photos courtesy of Landmarks Preservation Commission, 2012

The East Village Historic District, appropriately located mainly within
the East Village, contains 325 structures. Development in this area
began during the 1830s when unprecedented growths in urbanization
extended along Second Avenue towards the northeast of the city. For
a brief period, this neighborhood was one of the most prestigious in
the city. Scores of elegant single-family row houses, most designed
in the Greek Revival style, were erected in the area. Second Avenue
in particular, became a favored location for fashionable residential
construction, and developers such as the merchants Elisha Peck and
Anson G.
• Originally proposed by the Greenwich Village Society. Officially
designated by the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission
in October of 2012 with minor changes.
• Some of the most emblematic buildings include:
The Mezeritz Synagogue
The Russian Orthodox Cathedral on East 2nd Street
The Pyramid Club on Avenue A
Several theaters on East 4th Street and The Bowery

Listed: January 17, 2012
Type of district: local historic district
Main Intersection: East 10th Street between Avenue A and B

History
History

East 10th Street Historic District14

Landmarks

Urban Design
Historic Districts

Photos courtesy of Emilio Guerra, 2012

Future Sites

The East 10th Street Historic District, encompassing 26 buildings,
is the remnant of a high class residential neighborhood that evolved
around Tompkins Square park in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Similar to the other Historic Districts within Community
District Three, the architecture of this area predominantly follows
Italianate guidelines. Several tenements that broke the uniformity of
the area are a result of a wave of German immigration that began in
1850s, which caused the displacement of wealthier residents to the
north of the city and marked the beginning of a change in the original
character of the neighborhood.
• Passed by the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission
in January of 2012.
• The district includes the Tompkins Square branch of the New York
Public Library.

Housing

Historical Landmarks in MCD3
Streets in MCD3
Lots in MCD3

SWOT
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Urban Design &
Building Typology
Urban Design
The predominant visual style in the heart of the district is established

by row houses, establishing a uniform skyline that is occasionally
broken by church steeples. Sidewalks are narrow and lined with
trees in the residential areas. On the broader streets that concentrate
commercial uses, street furniture extends businesses out to the curb
line.

Henry St. at Jefferson St. - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

Mixed-use residential and commercial buildings - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

The waterfront streetscape is defined
by homogenous, high-rise elevator
buildings, clad in red brick and
surrounded by extensive green areas.
These structures break the gridiron
street configuration that connects
the Lower East Side with the rest of
Manhattan. This change in the grid
lends an opportunity for creation of
open spaces that extend around the
high-rises and allow the installation
of playgrounds and exercise areas.
16

The Franklin D. Roosevelt Parkway, that runs along the East River in
Lower Manhattan, separates the urban grid from immediate access
to the East River Park; instead, pedestrian access to the waterfront in
Community District 3 is limited to five pedestrian bridges constructed
at intervals of approximately one thousand feet.

Towers along the East River - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

The urbanization of the Lower East side dates back to the early 1800s,
and the majority of the existing buildings are a reflection of the site’s
history.

General Use: Private Residential/Commercial/Institutional

Left: Chinatown - photo courtesy of John Pozadzides, 2002
Right: New Museum - photo courtesy of Wolf Ollins

Photo courtesy of New York
Landmarks Conservancy, 2012
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SWOT

General Location: Main corridors along A, B, C avenues, Bowery
Average Height: 40-50 ft, 4-5 floors and basement
Architectural Identity: Buildings of this category constitute an
eclectic collection of structural and architectural styles, reflective
of the evolving history of the region. From renewed and readapted
tenement housing that have incorporated commercial outlets on their
street levels, to newly developed contemporary high rises, buildings
of this category make the area one of New York’s most architecturally
diverse. The utilities for these buildings are located on either the first
floor or basement levels, leaving them vulnerable to flooding.

Housing

Tenement/Row Housing Structures

Mixed Use/Residential and Commercial

Future Sites

General Use: New York City Housing Authority communities
General Location: Waterfront along Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive
Average Height: 100ft-150ft, 10-15 floors
Average Occupancy: 40 per floor
Structural Characteristic: Steel framed buildings, concrete slab floors
Architectural Identity: The structures follow the guidelines dictated
by the International Style, inspired by the modernist movements of
the early twentieth century. The buildings are structured in block
configurations that are spread through green common areas. The
facades are clad in red clay bricks, stacked flemish-bond style, and
without any distinctive architectural decorations, reiterating the
philosophy of function over form. The utilities for these buildings
are located on either the first floor or basement levels, leaving them
vulnerable to flooding. Through our observations, we determined
that many of the entrances to elevator buildings are above grade.

Historic Districts

Knickerbocker Village - photo
courtesy of The New York
Observer, 2012

Urban
Urban Design
Design

Elevator Buildings

General Use: Private Residential
General Location: Found throughout the district
Average Height: 40-50 ft, 4-5 floors and basement
Average Occupancy:
Structural Characteristic: Post and lintel, wood and masonry
Architectural Identity: Structures of this typology represent the largest
architectural and historical significance of the area. Most buildings
are clad in flemish-bond brickwork, and feature elements of Greek
Revival and Italianate tendencies. An architectural motif present in
the majority of structures is a prominent motif that projects to the
street. The utilities for these buildings are located on either the first
floor or basement levels, leaving them vulnerable to flooding. During
our observations, we found that many of these buildings have above
grade stoops.

History

Building Typology

History

Manhattan Community District 3
Zoning Districts

Zoning and land uses on the Lower East Side can be divided into

the three primary groups pertaining to residential, commercial, and
manufacturing uses.

SWOT

Housing

Future Sites

Historic
Districts
Zoning
& Land
Use

Urban Design

Zoning & Land Use

New construction in contextual district - photo courtesy G. Tiarachristie
Areas of Manhattan Community District 3 (CD3) that are
zoned purely for residential uses, primarily fall into the R7A and R7B
contextual classifications. These buildings create the densely packed
forms typical to the area. Buildings extend to the lot line and take
the form of multi-story tenement and low-rise apartment buildings.
These sections are tightly packed and rarely provide open space, except in the form of small parks and community gardens. Mixed-use
districts are a key part of the residential areas in CD3. C1 and C2
overlays on Residential districts allow for the ground and second floor
retail, which is so ubiquitous in the Lower East Side. Overlay districts
provide opportunities for retail to be more contextual with the surrounding urban fabric, blending in with residential buildings rather
than standing in contrast to them. Much of the waterfront is zoned as
18

PLUTO 2012, NYS OEM 2013, NYC DCP 2012

R7-2 Residential District

C8 Commercial District

R7A & R7B Residential District

M1 Manufacturing District

R8 Residential District

M3 Manufacturing District

C1 & C2 Commercial District

C1-5 & C2-5 Commercial Overlays

C4 Commercial District
C6 Commercial District

History

Manufacturing Districts with
Surrounding Residential Land Uses

Urban Design

R7-2, which dictates the construction of tall buildings surrounded by
open space, creating the tower-in-the-park style residential buildings
found in this area. From a visual perspective, R7-2 districts can be
described as large towers, set back from the street line, surrounded by
significant amounts of open space and parking lots. The quantity of
open space lies in stark contrast to the dense rows of tenements found
further west in the district and provides an opportunity for increased
surface permeability.

Historic
Zoning
& Districts
Land Use
Future Sites

Con Edison facilities surrounded by residences in MCD3 - Photo
Courtesy of Google Maps 2013
Housing

PLUTO 2012, NYS OEM 2013, NYC DCP 2012

M1 Manufacturing District
M3 Manufacturing District
Surrounding Residential Land Uses

SWOT

One of the most prominent zoning features within CD3, is the
presence of an M-3 manufacturing district occurring along the waterfront at the end of 14th street. M-3 zoning allows for the heaviest
of industrial uses, permitting the highest noise and pollution levels.
This parcel houses a ConEd plant which was flooded during Sandy,
causing a transformer explosion. The explosion led to a subsequent
loss of power to large portions of Lower Manhattan. While it is not
uncommon for M-3 districts to be present along the waterfront, the
ConEd plant is unique because it is surrounded by densely populated
residential districts.
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The 2008 rezoning of CD3 paved the way for an expansion of
overlay districts and the creation of contextual districts15. The overlay
districts have the potential to enhance retail vitality, while maintaining
the character of the neighborhood. High-density commercial C6-1
areas were rezoned to C4-4A, which placed limitations on the range of
commercial uses, most notably that of light manufacturing, previously
allowed under the C6-1 classification16. This point will be examined
later on, as light manufacturing represents an important component
of the Lower East Side’s economy, especially in Chinatown. The
creation of contextual districts was seen as an additional advantage to
the neighborhood, as they dictate a design that molds buildings into
the surrounding fabric. These buildings do not have the open space
or parking requirements of the R7-2 districts, resulting in a decrease
of potential permeable space.
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C2-5

Contextual District w/ Inclusionary Housing

Contextual District with Inclusionary Housing

History

Land Uses

Urban Design

Over 50% of residential land uses
within MCD3 are within NYS
Hurricane Storm Surge Zones 1-4.

Historic&Districts
Zoning
Land Use
Future Sites

Residential – 1 and 2 Family

Industrial and Manufacturing

Residential – Multi-Family Walk-up

Transportation and Utility

Residential – Multi-Family Elevator

Public Facilities and Institutions

Mixed-Use – Residential and Commercial

Open Space and Outdoor Recreation

Commercial and Office

Parking Facilities

MCD3 Land Uses

PLUTO 2012, NYS OEM 2013, NYC DCP 2012

SWOT

Vacant Land

Housing

PLUTO 2012, NYS OEM 2013, NYC DCP 2012

Residential Land Uses within NYS Hurricane Storm Surge Zones 1-4
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As

gentrification of the Lower East Side continues, real estate
development will increasingly shape the how the community adapts
to disaster events. In this section, we will take the time to examine
a number of projects representing opportunities and threats to the
neighborhood’s resiliency.

NYCHA Infill Plan

On August 16, 2013, NYCHA issued a Request for Expressions
of Interest (RFEI) on a proposal that would lease NYCHA land for
private residential development. The plan was developed as a tool
to raise funds for the $900 million in capital repairs that the eight
participating developments will require over the next five years. The
RFEI includes five developments within CD3 including: Campos
Plaza, Meltzer Tower, Baruch Houses, Smith Houses, and LaGuardia

227 Cherry Street (Pathmark Site)

Pathmark closed at the end of 2012, leaving the neighborhood
without a supermarket within walking distance. There was significant
community opposition to the closing, with community groups such
as the Two Bridges Neighborhood Council, speaking out against it.
The lack of a supermarket in the area will increase the distance that
residents must travel to obtain basic necessities. Extell Development
purchased the site for around $150 million. The zoning allows for
approximately one million square foot of building space on the site.
It is anticipated that a luxury tower (40-50 stories) will rise on the
site with a supermarket in the ground floor. It is unclear whether
this development will address issues related to disaster preparedness.
Pathmark has been given priority to open in this location if it chooses
to do so18.

SWOT
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FutureFuture
Developments

Historic Districts

Future Developments

Towers. Retail components will be required in seven of the eight sites,
which will likely trigger the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure
(ULURP). Of the units developed, 20 percent are required to be
affordable, with 50 percent of these being rented to existing residents
in the affected NYCHA developments, 15 percent of the units must
be rented to residents of other NYCHA developments, and 35 percent
to residents of the applicable community district. Additionally,
developers will be required to work with NYCHA to design a system
for providing power to all NYCHA campuses during outages17.

Land Lease Site Example: Baruch Houses - Courtesy of NYCHA 2013
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Closed Pathmark store site - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

The Lowline Park
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The Seward Park Urban Renewal Area (SPURA) consists of
nine sites, allowing for 1.65 million sq. ft. of development. This will
include 1,000 units of housing, half of which will be permanently
affordable, 250,000 sq. ft. of office space, 15,000 sq. ft. of open space,
a dual-generation school, and a community center. Additionally,
SPURA will be home to the Andy Warhol Museum, a rooftop farm,
and a diverse mix of retail space. The first phase of the project is

A proposed park on the site of the abandoned Williamsburg
Bridge Trolley Terminal. The plan is the work of architects Dan
Barasch and James Ramsey, who hope to turn the one acre site into
the world’s first underground park. The site is currently under the
MTA’s control and sits adjacent to the Seward Park Urban Renewal
Area. A preliminary planning study was conducted in 2012,
determining that the “Lowline was not merely technically feasible,
but would also vastly improve the local economy and the adjacent
transit hub.”21 Concerns have been raised by Community Board 3
(CB3) in regard to potential gentrification and public funding for the
park22. The project is expected to cost between $55 and $72 million,
with the hope that its opening will coincide with the completion of
the first phase of SPURA.23

Urban Design

anticipated to break ground in spring of 2015, providing 580 units
of housing (316 affordable), and is expected to be completed in the
summer of 2018. The project has received $1.1 billion of private
investment through the Delancey Street Associates LLC, a partnership
between L+M Development Partners, BFC Partners, and Taconic
Investment Partners.19 The Final Generic Environmental Impact
Statement (FGEIS) notes that while large surface areas will be replaced
with buildings, the open space provided by the development will lead
to a decrease in storm water runoff.20

History

Seward Park Urban Renewal Area

Housing
SWOT

Top-left: Image courtesy of NYC Mayor’s Office 2013
Bottom-left: Rendering of planned SPURA Development - Image
courtesy of NYC Mayor’s Office 2013
Bottom-right: Rendering of LowLine photo courtesy of lowline.org 2013
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The Lower East Side is a neighborhood of renters, with 87 percent

of households falling into this category. Renters often lack the
protections afforded to individuals who own their homes, such as
insurance. However, it was assistance from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) that was the larger issue following
Sandy. Many of FEMA’s programs are geared toward single-family
homes, leaving much of the population in the Lower East Side without
the protections afforded to other communities. These vulnerabilities
are only exacerbated when paired with the reality that many of the
area’s most vulnerable populations live in subsidized housing that is
itself vulnerable. Vulnerable renters can be found in buildings that
are overcrowded and/or contain elevators, buildings built prior to
1961 and 1983, subsidized housing and buildings with basements.
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Buildings with elevators

Map 1 - High rise buildings with elevators

Elevator building on the Lower East Side Photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie
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Building Evacuation Risks
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Map 1 shows the majority of housing on the waterfront
consists of high-rise towers, serviced by elevators. In the event of
a disaster, elevators may cease to function, leaving residents reliant
on stairwells for evacuation. Also, the loss of power makes exiting
the building impossible for residents to see while exiting the stairs.
Furthermore, elderly and disabled residents may be unable to utilize
stairs, leaving them dependent on other residents and rescue crews
to evacuate them. In Chinatown, overcrowding is a concern. Map 2
shows a large cluster of moderate to severely overcrowded buildings in
Chinatown. Moderate overcrowding is defined as 1-1.5 occupants per
room and severe overcrowding as 1.5 occupants or more per room.
Overcrowding can lead to similar issues as those of the waterfront
high-rises. If the number of residents exceeds the capacity of the
stairwell, evacuation in a disaster event could be hindered.

Historic Districts
Future Sites
Housing
Building
Vulnerabilities

Moderately overcrowded buildings (1-1.5 occupants per room)
Severely overcrowded buildings (1.5 or more occupants per room)

Map 2 - Overcrowded buildings on the Lower East Side

SWOT

Overcrowded Henry Street in the Chinatown area - photo courtesy of C. Uy
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As noted in the preceding Historic District section, the Lower
East Side is a neighborhood of aging structures. The SIRR report
revealed that buildings constructed prior to the 1961 Zoning Resolution
and the 1983 FIRM standards were most likely to be significantly
damaged, with 89 percent of significantly damaged buildings being
one to two story combustible developments constructed prior to
196126. The FIRM standards are important to mention as it marks
the point when the city adopted FEMA’s flood maps and incorporated
flood resistant construction standards for new and substantially
improved buildings in the 100-year floodplain.
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Risks to Older Buildings

Vulnerable buildings on the Lower East Side: Two-story combustible structure built
before 1961 (left); Structures built before 1983 (right). Images courtesy of Google
Maps 2013

In 1983 New York City began actively and deliberately
incorporating resiliency into its building regulations. Following
implementation of resiliency measures, the National Flood Insurance
program allows property owners to purchase flood insurance from the
Federal Government. Properties within the 100-year floodplain are
required to carry flood insurance. Most importantly, those properties
must incorporate nationally recognized flood-resistant construction
standards into their building codes. These standards apply to new
and substantially improved buildings within the flood plain, making
many of the Lower East Side existing buildings prior to 1983 at risk for
extreme damage. In terms of the Lower East Side, the neighborhood
consists a majority of buildings built before 1983 (see Map 3).

1-2 Story Structures Built before 1961
Structures Built Before 1981

Map 3 - Older structures on the Lower East Side.

There are 257 1-2 story structures built
before 1961 and 3,892 structures built
before 1983 on the Lower East Side.

2013 Pluto
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Buildings Within the Flood Zone

Subsidized Housing
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Hurricane Sandy disproportionately impacted New York’s most
vulnerable populations living in public housing along the waterfront.
Although the damage to building mechanicals was sustained due to
flooding, the buildings were not damaged. Hurricane Sandy’s damage
affected 402 New York City buildings with over 35,000 units owned by
NYCHA. Overall, almost 20% of NYCHA’s 178,000 total units were in
buildings that were damaged by Sandy. Within these buildings, 80,000
residents were left without heat or electricity because the basements
of the buildings, where the heating and electrical systems are located,
flooded. (Furman Center) Map 4 to the right, shows that the proximity
to the waterfront makes NYCHA developments susceptible to floods.
FEMA designates aid in a fashion that favors single-family
units, leaving the multi-unit subsidized housing developments on the
Lower East Side with a lack of adequate federal assistance.

Historic Districts
Housing
Building
Vulnerabilities

The Furman Center

Future Sites

In New York City, only about one out of ten of the
households affected by Hurricane Sandy live in singlefamily homes; fewer than two in ten live in two-to-four
family homes; and the rest live in larger properties. (Furman
Center) The proximity of the NYCHA developments to
the waterfront may make them susceptible to the negative
effects of a storm like Hurricane Sandy, but the lack of
substantial financial assistance for post-disaster makes
them highly vulnerable.
NYCHA
Mitchell-Lama
Project-Based 8
NYCHA/Project-Based 8
LIHTC

SWOT

PRAC (HUD)

Map 4 - Subsidized housing on the Lower East Side
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There are widespread basement uses, below-grade storage
areas and commercial units that contributed to an increased loss
of personal assets for many residents, especially business owners
in the Chinatown area, following Sandy. The use of basements for
commercial purposes could pose a threat to the community in a
flooding or storm surge event, due to the loss of valuable assets stored
in basements. These losses could hinder the ability of local merchants
to rebuild following a disaster event.

Basement uses on the Lower East Side. Photos courtesy of C. Uy 2013
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Basements
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FEMA FLOOD ZONES

Basements above grade

High Risk (1% Annual Chance of Flooding)

Basements below grade

Moderate Risk (1% Annual Chance of Flooding)

Basements above grade and below grade (overlaid with FEMA flood
zones on the right)
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The “tower in the park” buildings, primarily
NYCHA buildings, have structural integrity
There is a large presence of affordable housing
programs
Entrances to many of the residential buildings
are above grade, providing a level of protection
in a flooding or storm surge event
Historic districts throughout CD3 strengthen
the area’s rich culture
A significant amount of mixed-use, residential,
and commercial uses throughout the area
promote safety and convenience
The NYC political structure is highly localized,
providing an opportunity to be responsive to
local needs
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Overcrowded buildings in the Chinatown area
pose a risk when evacuating in a storm
There is a prevalence of commercial uses at the
basement level, especially in the Chinatown,
which are susceptible to flooding
A high percentage of older structurally
vulnerable buildings throughout the area
Numerous residential uses along the waterfront
Contextual rezoning takes away open space
requirements
R7-2 parking requirements encourage
impermeable surfaces
Historic Landmark building regulations impede
modifications to façades
Repairs and preparations for historic
landmarked buildings are hindered by
Landmarks Preservation Commission

History

•

•

Future Sites

•

•

•

M-3 Manufacturing Zoning District allows uses
that could pose a risk to the health of nearby
residents, especially in a flooding or storm surge
event
Mechanical systems in basements and on
first floors will be affected in storm surge and
flooding events
Elevators in tall buildings will most likely not
be operable in a storm surge or flooding event,
which affects residents’ ability to evacuate
Planned developments may ignore disaster
management

Historic Districts

•

Open space encouraged by R7-2 zoning could be
used for water catchment
Planned developments have the potential to
incorporate disaster management
Parking areas have the potential to become
permeable surfaces

Urban Design

THREATS

•

OPPORTUNITIES

Housing
SWOT
SWOT
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Demographics &
Social Capacities
Demographic conditions in CD3 relevant to this report can be divided
into three subjects: (1) Population, (2) Housing and (3) Poverty. Our
findings broadly suggest vulnerable communities are concentrated
along the waterfront in CD3. On a finer scale, the data show some
areas house residents who might be less equipped than others to
withstand, and rebound from, a disaster. Our findings on each subject
were derived from census-tract-level data, primarily from the 2010
U.S. Census and the 2007-2009 American Community Survey. Census
2000 data was used for indicators lacking more comprehensive and
current data.

Population

CD3 has a large population1 , and its geography leaves two
thirds of its residents in high-risk natural disaster areas. CD3’s total
population is approximately 163,235--about 10% of Manhattan’s total
population. As illustrated in Map 1, 40% of CD3’s total population is
in NYC’s Coastal Storm Zone one. Sixty percent are in zone two, and
up to 2/3rds of the total population are in zones three and four.
10% CD3

SWOT

Map B-1: Total Population & the NYS Hurricane Zones 1-4 by census tract

Manhattan
Total Population

Figure B-1: CD3 Population as a proportion of Manhattan
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Most “vulnerable” populations are densely concentrated along the
waterfront. For the purposes of this report, “vulnerable populations”
is defined as residents who are less likely to possess the resources
necessary to adapt to, recover from, and rebound beyond the challenges
presented by a catastrophic event on the scale of Superstorm Sandy.

1 Population in the north and southeast of the community district has remained the same or decreased by less than 5%. Population in the SW has grown between 7-15%.

Foreign Born

Foreign born populations are prominent throughout CD3 with
a high concentration in the Chinatown area. Though vulnerability
varies among foreign-born populations, the U.S. government has
recognized foreign-born individuals as disadvantaged in terms
of disaster preparedness. Potential language barriers, cultural
differences, isolation, economic marginalization, prejudice, uncertain
legal status (and thus self-restricted access to governmental services
and resources), and limited knowledge on available local resources
makes foreign-born status a potentially strong proxy for vulnerability.
CD3 has a higher proportion of foreign-born residents as total
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We have selected 10 indicators to measure of vulnerability among
residents in a census tract:
Households with limited mobility or needing special assistance
1.
Foreign born populations
2.
Linguistically isolated households
3.
Population under 18 years
4.
Single Headed Household Families
5.
Households with elderly living alone
6.
Physical, mental, and sensory disabilities
Populations already socioeconomically burdened
1.
Population of color
2.
Population below the poverty line
3.
Population receiving Food Stamps/SNAP
4.
Rent burdened populations

Households with Limited Mobility or
Special Needs

Foreign-born populations comprise at least 20% of most census tracts
in the district, but are most densely concentrated in the Chinatown
area and the southwestern census tracts (See Map B-2 in Appendix
B). In these areas, up to 71% of tract populations are foreign-born
residents. Since Puerto Ricans and other immigrants from outlying
territories are not counted as foreign-born, it is also important to note
the significant Puerto Rican population in the eastern census tracts.
Accordingly, CD3 is home to a diverse community of foreign-language
39
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LaGuardia Addition NYCHA public housing in Census Tract 6

Figure B-2: Manhattan’s Foreign Born Population
population compared to Manhattan. 34% of CD3 population is foreign
born, just below the New York City average. In fact, 13% of Manhattan’s
total foreign-born population resides in CD3. Immigrants are mostly
from Asia (residing mostly in the Chinatown area), Latin America
(residing mostly in the eastern half of the district), and Europe
(residing mostly in the northwest corner of the district).

Economic Trends

Households with limited mobility residents and/or residents
in need of special assistance are especially concentrated in the east,
south, and southwest parts of the district (Chinatown), many in hightower public housing units.
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--Susan Stetzer, District Manager and Gigi Li, Chair

speakers. Spanish is spoken in almost every tract, with the exception
of some parts of Chinatown and the northwest corner of the district.
The language is predominant in the east along the waterfront with up
to 25% of census tracts speaking Spanish at home. Asian languages
are spoken in all census tracts. In a number of census tracts in the
Chinatown area, up to 65% of the total population speaks Asian
languages at home. Though this is a striking statistic, it does not
account for the diversity of discrete languages characterized by the
U.S. Census Bureau as “Asian” and, therefore, actually underestimates
the language barrier the district.

Linguistically isolated households are concentrated along the
coast, particularly in south and southwest. The term “linguistically
isolated” is used to describe any household lacking a fluent Englishlanguage speaker over 12 years of age. Lack of English-language skills
poses an obvious barrier to emergency preparedness, evacuation
and response communication efforts. Unfortunately current data on
this topic is not available, as the U.S. Census Bureau did not gather
it in 2010. However, current foreign-born population patterns
might function as a suitable proxy for understanding changes in
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“Its character comes from its
heritage as a historic first stop for
many immigrants...”

Linguistically Isolated Households

Mural on the LES - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie
Map B-3: Percent of linguistically isolated households by census tract
40
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linguistically isolated households. Foreign-born concentrations have
remained essentially the same since 2000, with only a noticeable (713%) increase in the Chinatown area. This suggests the 2000 U.S.
census data on linguistically isolated households probably reflects
current conditions2. According to that data, depicted in Map C-3,
CD3’s proportion of linguistically isolated households (at 11%)
is, on average, 10% higher than that of Manhattan (at 21%). These
households are heavily concentrated in the Chinatown area, making
up to 53% of total households in some tracts (Table B-1 in Appx B).

“The degree of vulnerability increases
with younger children, who have
greater sensitivity to extreme heat,
cold, or lack of food or drink”

Children Under 18

Economic Trends

Residents under the age of 18 are most concentrated in the
east and southwest, with many residing in public housing units. Youth
are a vulnerable population because of their dependency on adults
for daily necessities such as shelter, food, direction, and support. The
degree of vulnerability increases with younger children, who have
greater sensitivity to extreme heat, cold, or lack of food or drink, or
baby formula. The percentage of children under 18 in CD3 is 13.6%,
just below the Manhattan average (14.8%). Many of these children are
concentrated along the coast in public housing.

SWOT

Bus stop Advertisement for “Ready New York”
2 U.S. Census data from year 2000 is more comprehensive than other, more recent, general surveys
conducted on this topic.

Map B-4: Percent of population under 18 years of age by census tract.
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Single-headed household families are predominately located
in the southern and eastern tracts of the district. 20-48% of all
households fall into this category, and 75% of those households are
headed by single mothers. Single-headed household families are
vulnerable because the burden of familial responsibilities and wageearning is often concentrated on one person. Without the help of a
partner, single headed households may depend on other relatives for

assistance. However it cannot be assumed that this describes the large
proportion of single headed households in Lower East Side. CD3 has
a higher proportion of family households that are single parents (19%,
compared to 15% in Manhattan), and they are mostly living in public
housing units along the waterfront. In three waterfront census tracts
(numbers 10.01, 20, and 24), single-headed households compose over
40% of total households (See Table B-1 in Appendix B). Approximately
75% of single-headed households are single mothers. Most of these
households, due to single stream income, are living below the poverty
level.
Often, single-headed households are limited in mobility and
require special assistance because the single parent is the primary
and sole caretaker of children. This limits the parent’s ability to fetch
needed resources. Thus, these families will require special evacuation
and response resources to ensure accessible transport for young
children, safe shelter spaces, adequate warmth or coolness, and
appropriate food, drink, and other children’s needs such as diapers.
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Single Headed Household Families

Map B-5: Percent of households that are single-headed families by
census tract
42

Above: High-tower public housing in Census Tract 6 - photo
courtesy of G Tiarachristie

“The highest concentration of physical,
sensory, and mental disabilities are
along the waterfront...”
Disabilities

Individuals with physical, sensory, and mental disabilities
are especially concentrated in the east, southeast, and west.There is a
large gap in current data on disabled populations, so information for
this section was extracted from 2000 Census data--the most accurate
available information on the census-tract level. Overall, CD3’s percent
of populations with disabilities are twice that of Manhattan’s (see Table
C-1). The highest concentrations of physical, sensory, and mental
disabilities are along the waterfront, presenting major difficulties for
disaster communication, preparedness, evacuation, response, and
recovery.

Disabilities
Physical
Mental
Sensory

CD3’s proportion of physically disabled population is twice
that of the Manhattan average (10% compared to 5%). Six census
tracts have physically disabled populations at rates of 15% or higher
(CTs 2.02, 10.02, 12, 20, 25, 28). Their tracts are made up of majority
of high-tower buildings, bearing concern in the event of an outage
and breakdown of elevators to serve limited mobility residents.
CD3’s mental disability rates are almost twice as high (at 7%
compared to 4% of Manhattan), with concentrations over 10% in
census tracts 2.02, 10.02, 20, 24, 27. CD3’s sensory disability rates
are twice as high as the average of Manhattan (4% vs 2%), with
concentrations of 5% or higher in CTs 2.02, 10.02, 12, 14.01, 20, 26.01,
and 28). See disability maps B-7, B-8, B-9 and Table B-3 in Appx B.
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Above: Site survey in study area 3 (Census Tract 6) noted a high
concentration of elderly and disabled.

MN CD3
5% 10%
4%
7%
2%
4%
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Elders living alone are concentrated in southeast and southwest,
in high-towers. Seniors 65 and over also vary in degrees of vulnerability,
particularly as income and ethnicity, and thus opportunity, household
type, and quality of health differ. CD’s population over 65 in 2010
was 14.7%, just above the average for Manhattan (13.5%). The
senior population overall is most concentrated along the waterfront,
particularly in the south and southwestern tracts (see Map B-6 in
Appendix B). Neighborhood observation in Census Tract 6 noted
a high concentration of seniors limited in mobility or physically
disabled, sitting in public places or strolling along sidewalks.
Many of the total elders in CD3 live in households alone, comprising
up to 28% of living-alone households in some census tracts in the
southeast and southwest, mostly concentrated along the waterfront in
high-tower public housing. buildings. These residents are particularly
vulnerable due to isolation, disabilities, and limited mobility due to
high-tower, elevator-dependent household units. Some southeastern
census tracts (such as numbers 6 and 2.02) host 600 to 700 seniors
living alone (see Table B-2 in Appendix B).
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Populations Already Socioeconomically
Burdened

Populations already socioeconomically burdened experience
multiple vulnerabilities and are concentrated in the east, south, and
southwest (Chinatown).

Population of Color

CD3 has a large proportion of people of color, especially in
Chinatown, and southern and eastern sections of CD3. The term
“populations of color” accounts for all racial groups except for nonhispanic whites. These groups include Asians, African Americans/
Blacks, all Hispanics, Pacific Islanders, Native Americans, two races
or more, and all other groups. Populations of color are particularly
vulnerable to disasters because of a continuing legacy of discrimination
that has manifested itself in restricted access to social, economic, and
environmental benefits and disparate exposure to environmental
burdens. CD3’s proportion of people of color is almost 15 percentage
points higher than Manhattan (66% compared to 52%) and rivals the
diversity of New York City as a whole (see Figure C-2). CD3’s proportion
of Asian population is three times higher than Manhattan’s and NYC’s
averages as a whole. LES’ population of color is largely concentrated
along the waterfront (up to 98% of total population in some tracts)
with the exception of two census tracts. along the waterfront (up to
98% of total population in some tracts). See Table B-4 in Appendix B
for race by census tract.
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Map B-10: Population of Color

“many people in this community
continue to live on the edge of
homelessness and economic survival.”
Figure B-3: Race in LES, MN, and NYC: Source Census 2010
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--District Needs Statement FY 2014

The number of households living below the poverty line
is concentrated in the south, southwest, and east of CD3. These
residents are especially vulnerable due to their lack of stable income
or sufficient assets to not only evacuate and recover from disaster.
Mental health becomes a prominent issue as many families experience
post-traumatic stress due to extreme financial burden after disasters
added atop already burdened households.
Figure B-4: Median Household Income, CD3, MN, NYC

25% of adults and 30.9% of
children in Lower East Side
are living in poverty.

Map B-11: Median Household Income
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Poverty levels are highest along the coast, highest in east
(census tracts 10.02 and 20), the south (6, 2.01, 14.02, 25), and the
west 36.01 (up to 33-52% of tract population). Approximately 31% of
total children are living under poverty in the east and south. Census
tracts 8, 20, and 36.01 have almost 50% of households below poverty
with children under 5. The proportion of seniors living under poverty
reach 38-63% in Chinatown, and the southern and north central
sections of the district.

Economic Trends

Median household income in CD3 is $46,395, significantly
lower than the Manhattan’s ($67,204) by almost one third. It is also
below NYC’s median income which is $51,270 (Figure B-4). Census
tracts with the lowestmedian household income are along the
waterfront, right in storm surge areas, with the exception of census
tract10.01. CD3’s population below poverty levels are approximately 8
percenage points higher than the average of Manhattan (22% vs 14%)
(Figure B-5), with seven census tracts reaching poverty thresholds of
up to 35-52%. See Map B-12 in Appendix B.
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Figure B-5: Percent of Population Below the Poverty Line CD3, MN, NYC

Rent Burden

The Census Bureau measures “rent burden” in terms of gross
rent as a proportion of income (GRAPI). Households that pay 30%
of their income for rent are considered “rent burdened.” In all census
tracts in CD3, at least 36% of households are burdened with the cost of
rent (see map B-13 in Appendix B). In the southern census tracts and
Chinatown area, where there is a high concentration of households
living in poverty, the rent burden adds to their vulnerability.

Food Stamps/SNAP

Residents who receive food stamps are concentrated in
southern, southeastern, and eastern census tracts. Reliance on food
stamps is an indicator of vulnerability, not only because it indicates
poverty, but also because it
indicates potential difficulty to
access sources of food during/
after an emergency. Generally,
in any area, there are a limited
number of businesses that accept
food stamps. Lack of knowledge
of where food-stamp accepting
entities are located pose a
problem for this group of people
if the stores they use are closed.
Furthermore, EBT machines
fail during power outages. Over
Photo courtesy of Northshore Locavore
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Map B-14: Households Receiving Food Stamps

14,000 households, about 21% of CD3’s total households, receive food
stamps/SNAP. This is 9 percentage points higher than Manhattan’s
average.
Households receiving food stamps mainly live along the coast,
making up to 56% of the census tract population in some census
tracts in the southwest corners, and eastern and southeastern parts.
See Table B-5 in Appx B for Poverty Data by Census Tract.
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Most Vulnerable Census Tracts

Vulnerabilities are not experienced in isolation, but in
multiplicity. Many of the residents experience multiple and aggregate
vulnerabilities and thus require intersectional assistance and support.
For example, one could be a single headed household mother, who
is person of color, living below the poverty line, and linguistically
isolated, with a sensory disability, etc. Residents who experience
higher than average and multiple vulnerabilities are concentrated

“Vulnerabilities are not experienced
in isolation, but in multiplicity...”

Economic Trends

Map B-15: Aggregate Vulnerability Map

See Table B-6 in Appendix B for more details on methods for aggregate
vulnerability index and scoring method.
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along the waterfront.
Highest census tracts (that show vulnerabilities in 6-10
indicators and high concentrations of vulnerable populations in
5-6 indicators) are tracts 25, 6, 2.01, 2.02, 10.02, and 20. 61% of the
total population in the district (over 100,000 people) lives in census
tracts with medium to high aggregate vulnerability scores, above the
average and high concentration in more than half of the vulnerability
indicators. These areas are colored medium and dark red in Map C-14.
Approximately 23% of the total population (over 38,000
people) live in census tracts with the highest percentages in
aggregate vulnerabilities, above Manhattan and CD3 averages and
highly concentrated in almost all vulnerability indicators. These
areas are colored dark red in Map C-14. Those tracts with have
high concentrations of residents with limited mobility, who need
special assistance and are already socioeconomically burdened are
geographically primed to bear the brunt of coastal disaster damage.
Finally, the highest vulnerability census tracts (dark red)
compose 57% percent of population in hurricane zone 1 (38,074
people). Of total population in hurricane zone 4, 71% are living in
medium to high aggregate vulnerability census tracts (86,643 people).
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Community Resources

Youth Services

Overall, there many community-based organizations that
serve a diverse population and provide a range of services for
vulnerable populations in close proximity to the groups they serve.
CD3 has historically strong community relations and existing
organizational networks

Senior Services

Seniors (ages 65+) have generally good access to public social
service facilities. Seniors are concentrated along the southeastern
section of CB3, and there are several public facilities located in those
areas that serve that population, including senior centers, nursing
homes, soup kitchens, food pantries, and healthcare facilities (See
Maps B-16 in Appendix B for Facilities for Seniors). However, given
that so many seniors are living below the poverty line, there is a
strain on these services that serve older residents. There are eight
community-based organizations that serve the senior population in
CB33

SWOT

Map B-17: Youth facilities v. concentration of population under 18 years of age
by census tract.

Laguardia Senior Center - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie
3 See the Community Based Organizations table (Table 3 in Appendix B)
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As depicted in Map B-17, the under-18 population is
concentrated in the east and the southern sections of the district.
Citizens Committee estimates that 34.5% of children under 18 in
Community Board 3 live in families with incomes below federal
poverty standards (CD3 2013). Public schools and libraries are evenly
dispersed throughout the district. However, child social services
(foster care, group home, day care, or Headstart facilities) are more
heavily concentrated in areas with a greater concentration of youth
and children. As the map B-17 shows, some of these facilities are
located well within the superstorm Sandy surge area. See Appendix B
for details.

There are 13 public safety facilities in CD3, comprised of six NYPD
buildings (three of which are police stations), five FDNY stations, one
emergency medical facility, and one NYCHA police service area. As
shown in Map B-18, these facilities are evenly dispersed throughout
the census tract, without favoring the higher-income areas of the
district. However the map shows two facilities located in lowerincome census tracts are also located in the superstorm Sandy surge
area.

Religious Institutions
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Public Safety Facilities

Economic Trends

Map B-19: Religious Institutions in community district three.
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Map B-18: Public safety facilities in community district three.

The importance of religious institutions in the CD3 cannot
be overstated. Churches, synagogues, mosques, and Buddhist temples
can be used in a variety of different ways in the event of a disaster.
After superstorm Sandy, for example, these institutions made their
spaces available to accommodate volunteer stations, and distribution
of food, clothing, and other goods. Further, many acted as impromptu
shelters for displaced persons. As depicted in Map B-19 there are 84
religious institutions within CD3, including five Buddhist temples,
three mosques, 16 synagogues and 60 churches. It is important to
note that very few of these institutions were inundated by superstorm
Sandy’s surge, as most are located inland. See Table B-7 in Appendix
B for full list of religious orgs.
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High-end retail store above 99 cent store on E. Broadway - photo by Pratt Studio F13
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Residential and Commercial Gentrification

Demographic shifts between 1999 and 2011 suggest a trend of
gentrification that threatens to displace the vulnerable residents and
community-needs businesses of community district three
Median household size in community district three has
decreased. Today, housing units in the northwestern census tracts are
mostly one-person households. Accordingly, the population in that
area has decreased by almost 13%. Households along the coast, where
most buildings are publicly owned, have remained as mostly two-tothree or four-to-five person households. Six-person households are
concentrated in the Chinatown area and the southern census tracts.
There, population has grown between 7% and 15% (See Appendix B
for these maps).
In order to better understand these changes we focused and
mapped four demographic categories4:

Length of Residence (Moved in 2005 or later)

Gentrification often brings an influx of new residents in
the area, often filling the newly built upscale residential properities
including co-ops and luxury apartments. According to the ACS 20072011, approximately 33% of residents in the LES moved into the area
in 2005 or later. In census tract 22.02, this new population composes
65% of total units. In fact, census tracts in the northwestern and
central sections of the district host up to 45-65% new residents (see
darkest shade of orange on map B-23). Residents along the waterfront
inPercent
affordable
units tend
be longinto
timeUnit
residents,
increasingly
ofhousing
Households
thattoMoved
in 2005
or later
by Census Tracts 2011 - Lower East Side
threatened with shortage of affordable units and thus displacement.
CD3
15% - 25%

42

34

45.1% - 65.0%

28
38
32
36.02
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22.02

36.01

3. Median Household Income
and its shift between 1999 and 2011

4. Rent
50

4 Source: Census 1999, American Community Survey five year estimates (2005-2009 and
2007-2011). See Appendix B, Table B-8 for demographic details on these maps.
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Map B-23 Estimated percent of households whose residents
moved
into1,440the
0
360
720
Feet unit in
2005 or later

Although race, a social construct, does not wholly translate
as a variable of gentrification, an increase in White Non-Hispanic
(NH) population moving into new units tends to be an indicator
of gentrification. Because the U.S. census does not recommend
comparing race between 1999 and 2010 because of the changes in
racial categories (the addition of mixed race), we could only represent
geographically the proportion of White NH population in 2007-2011,
which coorelates with higher levels of household income as seen in
a previous map B-11. Whites compose approximately 40% of CD3’s
population,
but White
in census
tracts
in the northwest and increasingly
Percentage
Only
Population
- Lower East Side
by
Census
Tracts
2011
central and southern, they compose up to 85% of the tracts’ population.
CD3

Increase in Median Household Income

On average, the median household income in CD3 between
1999 and 2011 increased by 1.8%. However, most of the census tracts
decreased and increased around 10-20%, indicating a growing income
gap in the Lower East Side. In census tracts in the Chinatown, the
northwest, and central parts of the district have shown an increase
in median household income of 20% or more (see darkest shade
of orange in Map B-25). On the other hand, in census tracts in the
southern and eastern parts, predominately public housing units and
part of Chinatown, the median household income declined by 10%
orEstimated
more. This growing
inequality
in the
LES presentsIncome
increasing
Change
in Median
Household
East Side of increasing displacement.
pressure
onTracts
low-income
by Census
2011 - Lowerresidents
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Proportion of White Non-Hispanic Population
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Sources: Pluto 2012, U.S. Census 2007-11 ACS, OEM 2013, NYC DCP 2012
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Map B-24 Percentage Non-Hispanic White population. 0Meanwhile
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along the waterfront comprise a proportion of people of color up to 98%.

Sources: Pluto 2012, U.S. Census 2007-11 ACS, OEM 2013, NYC DCP 2012
December 16,2013

Map B-25: Change in Median Household Income 1999-2011
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Estimated Median Rent
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by Census Tracts 2011 - Lower East Side

Housing Appreciation

Accordingly, property owners account for price increases in
response to the demand. According to the Furman Center (2012),
as shown in Figure B-8, residential properties in CD3 that were sold
more than once between 2000 and 2012 showed an average price
increase of a 462% over that time. This is a much higher rate of
increase than the average for Manhattan as a whole, 307.1%. Even
though we were not able to access comprehensive data on commercial
properties, some studies suggest commercial property owners, too,
have been increasing the price of their properties (UJC/GOLES 2007).
This affects all CD3 residents and business owners in two ways:
1. Increases in rent
2. Rising prices for goods
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Median Rent in LES

A large share of CD3 residents are renters, and are therefore
susceptible to lease renegotiations. The few CD3 residents who
own their property are concentrated in the north and in co-ops in
the southeast. CD3 has a much higher proportion of renters than
Manhattan and NYC. These renters are, primarily, people of color,
elderly, and single parents residing along the waterfront in public
housing. Figure B-9 in Appendix B shows median monthly rent for
new renters compared to the median for all renters. New renters paid
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Map B-26: Average monthly cost of rental units on the LES
by
census
tract

Figure B-9: Change in Median Monthly Rent
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twice as much per month as all renters in 2011, though all renters are
paying higher rates.
Map B-26 shows median monthly rent per census tract in
2011. The dark tracts have median monthly rents of $950 to $1500.
The darker tracts have median monthly rents upwards of $1500.
Assuming commercial properties are following similar trends,
affordable community-needs businesses will not be able to meet
rising commercial rents without increasing the price of goods and
services they provide or relocating. This, along with residential rent
increase, have been increasing the cost of living for CD3 residents.

Gentification Index

by Census Tracts 2011 - Lower East Side
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Using these four indicators, we have attempted to
comprehensively illustrate the trend of growing gentrification in the
Lower East Side. We have superimposed the four variables discussed
to create a gentrification index map to illustrate the growing threat
displacement that gentrification poses on low-income long-time
residents. Gentrification levels are highest in the northwestern and
central parts of the district, but expanding into the Chinatown area
and south western parts of the district. Affordable housing is becoming
increasingly sparse, and long-time tenants, especially immigrants,
are increasingly threatened with higher rents and harassment in the
interest of landlords to take part in NYC’s market of rising property
values. Though these variables seem to present greater economic and
market value of the Lower East Side, combined, they create economic
vulnerability for low-income residents and small businesses,
threatening them with increased hardship in affordability of the cost
of living in the Lower East Side, and thus displacement from existing
social networks.
Unemployment and not participating in the labor force are
also indicators of economic vulnerability. The labor force consists
of both unemployed and employed people 16 years old and above.
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Economic Vulnerability
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Map B-27: Gentrification Index Map in the Lower East Side
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Street vendors on the Lower East Side - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

Persons are classified as unemployed if they do not have a job, have
actively looked for work in the four weeks prior to the survey, and were
available for work at the time of the survey. Those classified as “not in
labor force” are non-institutionalized people 16 years and over. Some
may be retired or in school, while others may have stopped looking
for work for any of a number of possible reasons. For example, they
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The vulnerable residents of CD3 cannot afford
to see their costs of living increase.
might “believe no job is available to them in their line of work or
area…[or] had previously been unable to find work…[or] lack the
necessary schooling, training, skills, or experience…[or, in the eyes
of employers] are too young or too old, or they face some other type
of discrimination,” (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2013).
According to the American Community Survey of 20072011, the employment percentage for Community District 3
was 54.5%, comparable to those of Manhattan (61.5%), and New
York City (57.2%). However, some census tracts in CD3 have
unemployment rates that are twice those of Manhattan (5.2%) and
New York City (5.7%). Further, the proportion of CD3 residents not
in the labor force is higher than averages for both Manhattan and
New York City.
Map B-28 in Apendix B shows the percent of residents not
in the labor force by census tract. Map B-29 shows the percent
unenmployed by census tract.The darker the tcolor, the higher the
unemployment rate. The darker tracts also indicate unemployment
rates higher than those for Manhattan. The darkest tracts indicate
unemployment rates twice as high as those for Manhattan.
Finally, as discussed in the social demographics section,
above, median household income and rent burden are significantly
lower and higher, respectively, than in Manhattan. Without adequate
incomes and employment opportunities, CD3 are particularly
sensitive to changes in living costs.
Map B-29: Percentage unemployed by census tract. Beige census tracts represent
unemployment rates below or at the CD3 average. Darker shades of orange represent
much higher rates.
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Ultimately, gentrification threatens to displace long-standing
residents and small businesses from the Lower East Side to areas
that lack the social infrastructure crucial to disaster preparedness
and resiliency. Residential displacement means removing vulnerable
populations from the social support networks they have created over
time, and placing them outside of the reach of the community-based
organizations that exist to serve them. There is little GOLES and the
Disaster Preparedness Committee can do to help these vulnerable
populations if they are displaced.
Small businesses serving low income residents in the area
are also being displaced by bars, restaurants, high-end retail stores,
national chains, and upscale residential developments. Where there
were once small businesses providing affordable goods and services
to the community, there are now nighttime destination businesses
serving the area’s new residents. Unable to meet rent increases,
affordable businesses are abandoning their commercial spaces, leaving
vacant store fronts. Speculative property owners, who prefer to wait
for property values to increase further leave those stores vacant.

CD3 has an estimated 8% commercial vacancy rate, compared
to a 2% rate for Manhattan. Storefront vacancies and an increase in
nighttime businesses can cause decrease in daytime pedestrian foot
traffic. This, in turn, causes daytime businesses to lose more business,
making them less able to meet rent increases and more likely to leave
the area. Thus, this cycle will continue to perpetuate itself and continue
CD3’s transformation into a nighttime economy.

Photo courtesy of Google Images
A 2012 survey
of a sample of commercial
areas in CD3 found an 8% vacancy rate
compared to a 2% average rate for the
five burroughs of NYC.
CD3 8%
NYC 2%
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Displacement

B-10: Commercial Vacancy Rate in NYC and CD3
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As affordable community-needs businesses disappear,
residents lose access to basic services. For instance, lack of access
to prescription medications after a storm presents an issue for elder
and disabled groups. Pathmark pharmacy in census tract 6, which
served a large portion of the surrounding public housing and senior
population, closed in 2012, requiring prescriptions for the area to be
transferred to Rite Aid on Grand St, about over half a mile north of
the Pathmark pharmacy site. These changes affect the quality of life of
CD3 residents.
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As of 2012 CD3 had 331 State liquor authority applications
on its agenda, up 5.7% from 2011 (CD3 2013). Compared to other
neighborhoods in Manhattan, the LES has a disproportionately high
ratio of liquor license establishments to retail-chain stores. Areas
like lower Manhattan and Tribeca have ratios close to 1:1, and the
Financial District a ratio close to 3:2. The LES, in contrast, has a 9:1
ratio of liquor license establishments to retail chain stores (CD3 2011).
This is not because LES has a small number of retail-chain stores. The
Center for an Urban Future found that the East Village was home to
the third highest concentration of chain stores in New York City in
2010 ( Center for an Urban Furture 2010).

35% of active businesses in CD3 in 2012
were liquor-license establishments (CD3
2013).
Not surprisingly, the number of noise complaints reported to
311 in Community District 3 ranks highest among neighborhoods in
Manhattan. Map B-31 shows noise complaint and resolution areas.
In addition, the increase in the number of food service businesses
in the area, and the amount of year-round trash produced by these
businesses, has created a need for pest control.

SWOT

Local Businesses, Preparedness, and Resiliency

Retaining a strong, diverse local economy can help an area
prepare for and rebound from a catastrophic event. Before a such an
event, businesses provide jobs, services, and revenue necessary for
immediate disaster recovery. After a catastrophic event, businesses
with sunken investments in the area have an incentive to spend time
and resources for economic recovery. In the case of businesses that
own depreciating capital, there is a sense of urgency to get people
back to work as quickly as possible. The money multiplying effects of
a business comeback will benefit other businesses and lenders issuing
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Storefront Vacancies
Short-term Leases
Rent Increases
Abandoned Small Businesses
Decline in Day-time Pedestrian Activity
Less Revenue for Existing Day-time
Community Needs
Increase in Lucrative Night-time Destinations

COMMERCIAL GENTRIFICATION
and the shift towards a night-time
commercial economy

B-11: Factors Contributing to Commerical Gentrification

loans in the area and can contribute to increasing attainment rates as
was seen in Post-Katrina New Orleans (Thompson 2013). Such effors
such as these may have added effect on easing some of the burden
placed on municipal governments following a catastrophe. Therefore,
creaing or strengthening ties between the community and local
business is a wise strategy. This requires an undertaking related to (1)
businesses with high multiplier effects (businesses that have positive
effects on workers and other businesses), (2) businesses that serve the
basic community needs, and (3) businesses that add market diversity
to the area.
First, multiplier effects of businesses are not uniform across
different sectors. For example, manufacturing tends to pay employees
more than service and hospitality businesses. With disposable income,
manufacturing employees will spend and invest the money needed
to stimulate the local economy. Further, manufacturing businesses
create demand for support services. These include suppliers, shipping,
transportation, material handling and marketing. Indeed, for every
manufacturing job created, three to four additional jobs are created
in the economy. (Manning & Napier 2012, 13) And for every dollar

Jewelry & Silverware
Manufacturing

Bakeries
Apparel & Textile
Manufacturing

Printing & Signage
Furniture
Manufacturing

Figure B-14:Manufacturing corridor in Chinatown. Data from ReferenceUSA
(2013); Figure from PCCD 2013, 78.

furniture manufacturing businesses—in Chinatown. According to the
Pratt Center for Community Development’s 2013 study on Chinatown,
“there is a noticeable concentration of jewelry manufacturers along
Bowery [alongside jewelry retailers and wholesalers]. Bakeries…are
scattered all over Chinatown…[and t]here is also a concentration

5 Manufacturing also provides the opportunity for vulnerable populations, specifically those with low levels of educational attainment, to make a decent wage. In 2007, manufacturing jobs paid, on average, 49 to
121 percent more than the average retail and restaurant job. Friedman 2009, 23 (citing NYS Dept. of Labor QCEW dataset). One third of the manufacturing workforce lacks a high school degree. Ibid (citing 2006
American Community Survey PUMS data).
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sectors, which tend to have relatively higher multiplier values, have
been shrinking, while retail and service sectors, which tend to have
lower multiplier values, are growing.
CD3 has been losing its manufacturing businesses, and what
remains may be some of the last remaining manufacturing businesses
in Manhattan (PCCD 2013). The loss of 2,000 manufacturing jobs from

Other Food
Manufacturing
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“CD3 is a diverse and
economically viable area.”

1999 to 2011 has reduced CD3’s economic diversity and strength. This
loss may be a consequence of the demographic changes taking place
in the area, discussed above. However the data also shows a recent
rebound in manufacturing sector jobs (see Figure B-12 in Appendix B).
Thus, the social infrastructure conducive to manufacturing workforce
is still present in the area, despite recent demographic changes. The
rebound may also be a function of an improving regional economy
and an expanding local retail and service sector driving demand.
Figure B-14 shows manufacturing businesses—inclusive
of food, apparel, textile, jewelry, silverware, printing, signage and

Demographics and Capacities

spent in manufacturing, $1.35 is generated in additional activity (Ash
2013)5. Second, basic community-needs businesses that provide
affordable services to low-income residents have obvious implications
for costs of living in the area. Rapid change in the cost of living in
any area has the potential to drive out—or, at least, add to the burden
of—vulnerable residents. Third, diversity means resiliency. With
enough business sector diversity, an area can reduce its exposure to
the consequences of market shifts, and the unforeseeable events that
cause these shifts.
From 1999 to 2009 there was an increase in both the total
number of establishments and paid employees. This demonstrates
that CD3 has a strong local economy that will help it rebound from
future catastrophic events. According to the Census Bureau’s County
Business Patterns dataset, which gives data by zip code, from 1999 to
2009 there was a 32% increase in number of total establishments and
a 16.8% increase in paid employees in zip codes 10002 and 10009 that
correspond to the boundaries of CD3. Accordingly, annual payroll
rose over that time from $659,200 (calculated in 2009 dollars) to
$768,800. These numbers indicate that, on average, a person employed
by a business located in CD3 in 2009 made just over $29,000 (in 2009
dollars) or $31,600 (in 2013 dollars).
However, CD3 is losing its economic diversity. Figures B-12
and B-13 (See Appendix B) show fewer sectors are taking on higher
shares of employment in the area. The manufacturing and construction
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of furniture manufacturing along Bowery. Apparel manufacturing
is fairly well dispersed, with a concentration on Broadway. Printing
and signage are also fairly well dispersed, with a slight concentration
located east of Bowery,” (PCCD Task Report 2013, 78-79).
The 2008 rezoning, discussed in the Built Environment
Section, above, did little to prevent the decline in CD3’s economic
diversity. In fact, rezoning much of the existing C6-1 area to C44A limited the allowable commercial uses in the area. The rezoning
decreased CD3’s capacity for light manufacturing and encouraged
more retail and service and sector business development. Now, CD3
is using almost all of its manufacturing capacity.
To get a sense of the basic community needs businesses
serving the area, we conducted a quick online survey of businesses
in the community district. Our results are presented in Figure B-15.
Area 1 corresponds to census tract 40 (b/w 1st and 3rd Ave. and 9th
and 14th st.). Area 2 corresponds to census tracts 26.01 and 22.02
(from Houston- E 6th st b/w Avenues B and D). Despite the fact that
area two is comprised of two census tracts, the two areas are similar in
size. Note this mapping was completed using Bing Maps, which may
not provide a complete list of businesses in the mapped area.
Area 1 has the highest median household income among the
census tracts in CD3 and area two has the lowest median income
per household among the census tracts in CD3. Area 2, the area
with the lowest median income per household, has an equal or
higher concentration of community needs businesses than Area
one. In area 2 there are seven grocery stores, five pharmacies, five
dry cleaners, and three laundromats, as well as one check cashing
service and one hardware store. In area one there are four grocery
stores, five pharmacies, three dry cleaners, five laundromats, as well
as one hardware store. Bars and restaurants predominate over other
businesses in area one. Area 1 is home to 87 bars or restaurants,
whereas Area 2 is home to only 9 bars or restaurants. However, Area
1 offers better access to banks and other financial institutions.
The survey suggests that basic community needs businesses
exist throughout CD3. In addition, the federal credit unions in the
area serve the moderate income and small business community.
These mission-driven institutions for lending are potential assets in
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Figure B-15: Community needs businesses in two areas of Community

financing affordable living in district three.
Access to affordable community needs businesses is essential
for low-income groups as they have less disposable income. Despite
their lack of disposable income, the high densities in low income
residential areas of CD3 create sufficient business to sustain these
entities. These mission driven financial institutions, such as federal
credit unions in the area, are assets to both the residents and businesses
in the area.

“There is a strong presence of community
needs businesses in CD3, but affordability
may be a burgeoning concern.”
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S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
•
•

•

WEAKNESSES
•

Affordable housing and community-needs
businesses serve the needs of low-income
residents in the district
Community-based organizations in the district
provide a range of services for vulnerable
populations, are culturally and linguistically
appropriate and are located in close proximity to
the groups they serve
Rich diversity of peoples, cultures, and languages
creates a distinct sense of place that may fuel the
economic vitality and commercial diversity of
the district
•

•

•

•

SWOTSWOT

•
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The most vulnerable populations experience
multiple vulnerabilities (populations of color,
living below the poverty line, with disabilities,
linguistically isolated, etc.), inhibiting their
capacity to adapt to, recover from, and rebound
beyond a disaster
Most vulnerable populations are located in
highest disaster-risk areas
Gap in current health data, especially on mental
health and disabilities
Many public facilities in storm surge areas, such
as senior centers, health services, schools, and
public safety facilities
Burgeoning economic reliance on retail and
service sector businesses, linked to commercial
gentrification and displacement
2008 rezoning reduced the district’s capacity for
non-retail or service sector businesses

•

•

•

•

Gentrification threatens the affordability of
housing in the district
Commercial gentrification threatens diversity
of community businesses that have emerged in
response to the diverse needs of area residents
Increasing intensity of coastal storms due to
climate change threatens two thirds of the
population of CD3, with the most vulnerable at
the front-lines

Economic Trends

•

•

General knowledge of location of vulnerable
groups and potential risks—a first step in
developing an appropriate disaster preparedness
and response plan.
Institutions with the potential to serve as
community information centers and hubs for
post-disaster services
Synergy in coordination and collaboration of
social services for disaster preparedness (e.g.
the creation of the Disaster Preparedness
Committee)
Employment opportunities for residents with
low educational attainment
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THREATS

•

OPPORTUNITIES

SWOT
SWOT
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Introduction

Trnasportation

The Natural Environment in the Lower East Side of Manhattan is
a complex system comprised of numerous critical features. Aspects
of this complex system are influenced and supported by major
infrastructural systems that lay outside of the area. In this section,
we are investigating how this system has developed over time, and
the major characteristics that define the natural environment in the
Lower East Side. Specifically, we will be approaching our analysis
of this system through the lens of disaster preparedness, and the
consequences natural disaster can have on this community. Our major
areas of focus will be the transportation network, open space, and the
sewer network. We will continue into a discussion about how some
environmental issues surrounding disaster-preparedness contain
inherent inequalities that are situated in a historical context driven by
planning that excludes the vulnerable populations highlighted in our
social analysis section. Finally, we will take a comprehensive look of
the existing conditions in the Lower East Side’s natural environment
to identify the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
(SWOT) associated with disaster preparedness.
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Underground steam system under repair in park on the LES photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie
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Community garden sculptures on LES - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie
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Natural
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Knowledge of the natural history of the Lower East Side can help

us better understand some major natural features that exist in this
community. New York City is so often thought of as lying outside of
the natural environment, and we hope to challenge that notion. The
natural history of New York City sheds light on the ways the Lower
East Side is vulnerable to natural disaster. Many of the challenges
faced by this community, in relation to the natural environment, lie in
a development pattern that sought to overcome the natural limitations
of the Lower East Side environment.
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Rutgers Slip on a hot summer day in 1908. The slips are evidence of the
ocean that covered the entire waterfront at one time. Photo Courtesy of
untappedcities.com
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Re-creation of what the East River may have looked like in 1609 - Images courtesy of
the Welikia Project 2013

The land on which New York City was built formed roughly
15,000 years ago. This period defined as the Pleistocene Epoch was
characterized by the formation and dissolution of large glaciers around
the globe, and most recent ice age on our Earth. As glaciers form and
move southward in the colder periods, they lifted and carried rock and
soil. When these glaciers melted they dropped the rock and sediment
in place along moraines.1 The Wisconsin Ice Sheet was the most recent
ice sheet, and had lasting impacts on the earth beneath New York City.
This Ice Sheet moved south from the Arctic depositing huge boulders
that define much of the Bronx, and Northern Manhattan. As the
Wisconsin Ice Sheet melted, the rock and soil was deposited in place
forming the Terminal Moraine that defines the southern end of Staten
Island and Long Island.2 Figure E.1 contrasts the simulation of the
area of the Lower East Side before industrialization, and it’s eventual
development as part of New York City. As you can see marshland,
rivers and ponds define the area along the coast of the Lower East
Side. This is where land met sea. The New York Harbor was home
to oyster reefs that were harvested and consumed in New York all
the way to California.3 Through a series of human interventions, the
land in the Lower East Side was paved over, and expanded by adding
landfill to carry out major projects like the creation of the FDR Drive
and the East River Park.4 It then should be less surprising that the
SIRR report highlights that much of the Lower East Side lies in the
100 year floodplain.
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Left: Figure E.1 - CD3 in 1609
Right: CD3 in 1609 with NYS Hurricane Storm Surges
Images courtesy of the Welikia Project 2013 (see bib. 5)

NYS Hurricane Zones
(Including Wind Speed)
Zone 1 (74-95 MPH)

SWOT

Zone 2 (96-110 MPH)
Zone 3 (111-130 MPH)
Zone 4 (131 MPH+)
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The transportation network of the Lower East Side is comprehensive,

but at the same time lacks subway access for a population that
is heavily reliant on using the subway for commuting. The three
bridges that provide transportation to the Borough of Brooklyn
bolster this transportation network. All of the bridges provide
pedestrian, bicycle, and automobile access, while the Manhattan and
Williamsburg Bridges also carry subway lines between the boroughs.
These transport networks are not only important for daily commutes
to work and errands, but are also crucial when planning evacuations
and getting vulnerable populations out of a flood zone.
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Transportation &
Evacuation

The three bridges that come into the Lower East Side from Brooklyn
carry about 275,000 cars per day, so this signifies the fact that most
of the automobile traffic in the Lower East Side is originating from
outward neighborhoods.7 There are also a plethora of commercial
and wholesale uses in the neighborhood that call for heavy truck

3.1%
Bicycle
2.3%
Other
CD3 Commute Mode - Source: Census 2007-11

A number of streets in the neighborhood are heavily used
by outer forces not originating in the Lower East Side. For example,
Houston and Canal Streets carry a number of automobile users that
utilize the Lower East Side’s commercial assets in these areas. The
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Parkway carries 137,500 cars per day.6
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Transportation Network in MCD3

Bike Routes
Subway Stations
Bus Stops

Infrastructure
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46% of the LES population uses the
subway to communte, but 47% of
residents live more than 1/4 mile
from a subway station.
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Other transportation networks, such as the bicycle network
tend to be advantageous and strong as well. There are numerous
sharrow networks in the Lower East Side, as well as protected bike
lanes that run along the East River Park corridor, Pike Street, Allen
Street and First Avenue.10 There are also about 50 Citibike stations
throughout the Lower East Side, which provide short-term and longterm bike access for individuals who do not currently own a bicycle.11
Subway service is generous in Western, Northern and
Southwestern portions of the neighborhood, but is lacking in far
Eastern portions. This leaves many of the denser developments (and
the more vulnerable developments) ¼ or even ½ a mile from a subway
line. In fact, 52 percent of senior residents in the neighborhood are
more than ¼ mile from a subway station.12 In addition to these gaps in
service, none of the subway stations in the Community District Three
are handicap accessible.
While 46 percent of Lower East Side residents use the
subway for commuting, only about eight percent use busses.14 This
is an anomaly, since most of the neighborhood has access to a bus
route. The most popular bus route in Manhattan, the M15, which
is a select service route, runs through the district.15 The B39 bus is
also quite important since it runs into Williamsburg, Brooklyn via the
Williamsburg Bridge. This is an alternative to subway routes that can
provide an evacuation alternative out of Manhattan.16

Natural History

traffic, wherein about 9 percent of the midday traffic in the Lower East
Side is truck traffic.8 Trucks also are critical in the role of providing
supplies during post-disaster periods. In fact, the city is preparing
a emergency response framework that improves transport response
time and quality to major events, and particularly disaster events.9

Subway stations relative to vulnerable populations

SWOT
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In order to ensure the safety of the residents of New York
City, the Mayor is empowered with the ability to declare a local
state of emergency that includes mandatory evacuation of residents.
Evacuation is based on the use of evacuation zones, a map of which can
be seen ON THE ADJACENT PAGE. The current zones, numbered
one through six based on the predicted severity of the disaster, were
updated after Superstorm Sandy to reflect the reality of storm surge and
flooding events. Over 30,000 of CD3’s residents live within Evacuation
Zone 1, while over 110,000 or about 68% of the CD3 population live in
any of the evacuation zones.
Guidance for residents on what to do during an evacuation
is available through the NYC Office of Emergency Management.
Residents are advised to stay with family and friends outside of the
evacuation zones, and mass transit options are promoted to avoid
gridlock on area highways. Evacuation Centers are provided for those
residents without a place to go. However, the only Evacuation Center
within the Lower East Side, at Seward Park High School, serves not
only the entire population of Community District 3, but also those of
Community Districts 1 and 2. Seward Park High School is the center
of a “solar system” of shelters that contains space for up to 10,000
people during storm events - a small fraction of the total population
that are supposed to evacuate.
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Pre-Disaster Evacuation

Seward Park High School is
OEM’s Hurricane Evacuation
Center for residents of CD3.
Photo Courtesy of Wikimedia
Commons
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68.2% of the population of
Community District 3 live within a
Hurricane Evacuation Zone.

CD3 Public Transportation with Evacuation Zones

Infrastructure

Volunteers outside of the GOLES office after Sandy - photo courtesy of thelodownny.com

Open Space
Enviro Justice
Avenue C and 7th St. post-Sandy - photo courtesy of Christos Pathiakis/Getty Images
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In terms of disaster preparation and post disaster response, the
transportation network is a very delicate system, which can also be of
utmost advantage. For example, during Superstorm Sandy, the seven
subway tunnels that connect Brooklyn and Queens with Manhattan
were damaged and closed for a period of time. This really fixates the
notion that subways are very vulnerable during disasters, and should
not be relied upon during storm surge or flooding events. Factors such
as lack of electrical power prevented and slowed tunnels from being
reopened, as water stayed stagnant due to decommissioned pumping
stations. Significant gridlock was also a factor, as more people were
using cars and carpools, and roads were damaged. The bridges going
in and out of the Lower East Side were also very congested because
of the same reason. To this day, there are still repairs being made on
subway corridors and to other infrastructural damage that will be in
the works for years to come.17
A bright spot of the transportation network in post disaster
resiliency efforts is the bus system of the Lower East Side. The system is
comprehensive, and although only eight percent of LES residents use
the system, it provides for flexibility during post disaster comebacks.

Trnasportation
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For example, the Manhattan and Williamsburg Bridges had altered
their traffic patterns to allow for more bus-only lanes post Superstorm
Sandy, which provided faster inter-borough transportation to
Brooklyn.19 Express and non-stop bus service was also expanded
during this time, particularly for commuters that were travelling into
Midtown and other highly utilized jobs centers.
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Post-Disaster Response
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Sewer System

The Lower East Side, like much of New York City, is serviced by
a combined sewer system. This means that this sewer system collects
wastewater from homes and businesses, and also collects stormwater
from streets and rooftops.20
New York City’s oldest sewers date back to the 1820s, and
are constructed out of brick, clay, or cement.21 During rain events
that exceed 1.75 inches of rain per hour this combined system is
A clean sewer without
grease or oil build-up
(pictured left), allows
appropriate flow
downstream.
Unlike a dirty sewer
(pictured below) which
hinders wastewater
flow.
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CD3 Combined Sewer Infrastructure

Photos courtesy of DEP ‘s report : State of the Sewers 2012
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overwhelmed and spills out along several outlets called Combined
Sewage Outfalls.22 About 27 billion gallons of raw sewage is pumped
into New York City waterways each year, and has environmental and
potential human health impacts.23 The 13th Street Pumping Station
that is responsible for pumping sewage from the Lower East Side
across the East River was also inundated with water during Sandy,
and required DEP to take extraordinary measures to make the facility
operable post-Sandy. This allowed sewage during this period to spill
into New York City waterways.24
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Diagram of typical combined sewer system - image courtesy of EPA 2004

Power Grid
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to pressurize pipes again.28 While Sandy had a devastating effect on
the energy grid, there are a couple other major threats to the energy
grid. The interconnectivity of the energy grid is a major vulnerability
for the Lower East Side. The steam energy grid that supplies power to
the Lower East Side is powered by the electrical energy grid, and relies
on liquid fuel cells and the electric grid to properly function. If there
is any breakdown in that flow of energy, the steam energy system loses
capacity.29 Heat waves also are a cause for concern with respect to the
energy grid. Not only does the increase in heat cause more energy
use due to air conditioners, but also puts strain on the actual electrical
supply system making energy distribution difficult or impossible.

Enviro Justice

The power infrastructure in the Lower East Side is a major vulnerability
in our studio. The 13th street substation powers much of Manhattan
below 34th street. The storm surge during Sandy completely inundated
this substation leading to power outages for most of lower Manhattan.
Over two hundred and thirty thousand Con Edison Customers went
without power after the storm surge, preceded by the electric arc visible
from across the East River.26 Had Sandy hit during the summer when
energy use was at peak usage, the effects of this power outage would
have been much more widespread.27 The steam energy grid located in
the Lower East Side took 12 days to fully repair including: substation
repairs, underground wire and piping replacement, and dewatering
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Open Space Network
This section will examine the current levels of open space and how

they protect the Lower East Side from the effects of natural disaster, and
can make the area more resilient to future severe weather events. Open
Space is defined by New York City’s City Environmental Quality Review
as: “publicly or privately-owned land that is publicly accessible and
has been designated for leisure, play or sport, or land set aside for the
protection and/or enhancement of the natural environment.”30 These
open spaces can be categorized into three groups: passive open space,
parkland, and engineered green infrastructure. They all have different
utilities, but provide some key similarities in terms of disaster resiliency
in the Lower East Side community. For this report we will focus on how
all these spaces can lower temperatures, clean our air and water, and
manage storm water runoff.

Pervious and Impervious Spaces

The history of the natural environment of the Lower East
Side is characterized by the shrinking amount of open space in an
extremely densely populated neighborhood. As the Built and Social
Existing Conditions sections highlight, the development of this area
was shaped by a mass migration of people into tenement developments
for much of the early history of New York City. There was little regard
for preserving open space with an increasing population that needed
to be housed. To this day, the Lower East Side still has some of the
lowest open space to people ratio in New York city. The Lower East
Side, also defined here, as Community District 3, does not meet the
City Planning Commission’s guidelines for per capita open space.31 In
terms of extreme weather events, the impact of this lack of open space
compromises the ability for the Lower East Side to be resilient. The
major effects of this can be seen in the Urban Heat Island Effect on
the community and it’s infrastructure, for storm water to be captured
before entering out sewer system, and to remove pollution from idling
traffic brought to the area by the three bridges and FDR Drive.
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Pervious and impervious surfaces - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

New Yorkers for Parks compiled a comprehensive look at
the open space that exists in the Lower East Side neighborhood.
Their Open Space Index report for the Lower East Side identified
86.3 acres of combined active and passive open spaces in the Lower
East Side. In total, this is roughly 1.2 acres of open space per 1,000
people. This falls short of the 2.5 acres of open space per 1,000 people
set forth by the Department of City Planning and New Yorkers for
Parks. The amount of permeable, or pervious, area found in these
parks stands at 54.9 acres. The existing tree canopy comes in at a
staggeringly low percentage of 14% of the land area in the Lower East
Side.32 The permeable acreage and tree canopy statistics provide the
beneficial properties that mitigate the effects of severe weather events,
and for our purposes, should be considered as the more significant
phenomenon.

Natural History

The net cooling effect of a young,
healthy tree is equivalent to ten
room-size air conditioners operating
for 20 hours each day.

Trnasportation

The benefits of the urban tree canopy are multiple and
exponential in effect over time. A large, healthy tree removes almost
70 times more air pollution each year than a small or newly planted
tree.34 The net cooling effect of a young, healthy tree is equivalent to
ten room-size air conditioners operating for 20 hours each day. One
acre of forest absorbs six tons of carbon dioxide, and returns four tons
of oxygen. Trees also reduce the amount of particulate matte in the air
we breathe.35
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Open Space, Smith Houses - photo coutesy of J. P. Douglas
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We can say that existing permeable space lies somewhere on that
spectrum on the ability to absorb storm water.
Superstorm Sandy felled tens of thousands of trees, and New
York City Department of Parks and Recreation responded to over
twenty-six thousand forestry-related work orders.37 If Sandy had hit
in the summer, when trees have more foliage, the effects on the urban
canopy would have been much more devastating.
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“A low infiltration rate is less than 6 inches per hour; a high infiltration
rate is 2 inches per hour. Percolation is the movement of water
downward and radially through subsurface soil layers to groundwater
or a zone of saturation. This is also measured in inches per hour.”36

Infrastructure

Trees also collect water to survive, and during rain events,
prevent a percentage of storm water from reaching our sewer system.
The amount of water varies depending on many characteristics of
the existing landscape. Since most of the soil in New York City is
“artifact” soil, or affected by human activity, it is difficult to measure
the exact ability for storm water retention in existing open spaces in
the Lower East Side. The New York City Department of Design and
Construction Office of Sustainable Design provides the most useful
measure of permeability as:
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The last major open space to be accounted for in our assessment
of existing open space is the prevalence of community gardens in the
Lower East Side. These community gardens were once vacant lots
that have been transformed into vital open spaces that provide all
of the benefits listed in previous sections of this report. There are
about forty community gardens in the neighborhood that provide the
additional benefit of connecting neighboring residents of the garden to
each other. Community gardens provide an opportunity for residents
to organize over common interests and build stronger social networks
that are so vital in the wake of a natural disaster. These gardens also
often have very permeable surfaces and rain catchment systems that
have the ability to absorb storm water.
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Community Gardens

Community garden beds on the LES - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie
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Gardens like La Plaza Cultural, located on Avenue C and East
9th Street, conducted soil testing post-Sandy. These test carried out by
City of New York, New York State Department of Health and Cornell
University, produced results showing elevated levels of heavy metals.
These levels were so high that the soil needs to be replaced before
edible fruits and vegetables may be safely grown again on this site.38

NYCHA community gardens - photo courtesy of J. P. Douglas
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Community garden on the LES - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie
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Green Infrastructure is supplemental to grey infrastructure
systems that manage our storm water runoff from rooftops, sidewalks,
and streets. The major difference is that grey infrastructure relies on
pipes to pump water to a treatment plant and green infrastructure
utilizes natural plant and tree processes to absorb storm water before
reaching our sewer system. Green Infrastructure has many benefits
that are useful in mitigating the effects of flooding and storm surge.

In fact, the NYC Department of Environmental Protection recently
awarded the Two Bridges Neighborhood Alliance a grant to install a
rain garden on NYCHA proprety in the Lower East Side. This project
will help manage flooding in the area that was so pronounced during
Hurricane Irene.42
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Green Infrastructure

Infrastructure
Open Space
Enviro Justice
Open Space

Two Bridges Rain Garden Rendering - image courtesy of D Land Studio

New trees on the LES - photo courtesy of G. Tiarachristie

SWOT

Green Infrastructure enhances the effects of pre-existing
pervious open spaces. Green Infrastructure: reduces storm water
runoff and it’s accompanying pollutants, mitigates urban heat island
effect, improves air quality, and improves human health.40 New
York City has instituted the NYC Green Infrastructure Program
that was created to comply with New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation requirements to reduce combined
sewer overflow discharges in New York City water bodies. This multiagency program instituted the Green Infrastructure Plan that has the
goal of preventing one inch of runoff from 1.5% of New York City’s
impervious surface.41 Though created to help manage storm water
run off, these projects also have the additional benefits listed above.
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Adreien Benepe, former Commisioner of NYC Dept. of Parks and Recreation discusses the newly installed Bioswale. - Image courtesy of DEP
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In 1998, EPA’s Office of Environmental Justice set forth a definition
of environmental justice: “The fair treatment of people of all
races, cultures, incomes, and education levels with respect to the
development and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations,
and policies.44 This will provide the framework through which we
analyze several environmental issues that are disproportionately
impacting vulnerable populations in the Lower East Side. There are
three main areas of concern as related to environmental justice in
the Lower East Side Community: Air Quality, Pests infestations, and
Hazardous Materials.
In 2000, Con Edison decided to close the power plant on 39th
street and 1st avenue, and install three new turbines to the 14th Street
location. This was done to replace some of the older, dirtier power
facilities located on 39th street. Residents from the Lower East Side
attended a public hearing to let Con Edison know that they felt this
decision disproportionately affected their community by continuing

Score
(higher score indicates larger
infestation problem)
1
2
3
4

SWOT

Enviro Justice

Open Space

Environmental
Justice

to pollute their air rather than the affluent community around 39th
street. Many residents voiced concerns over the existing power plant
and it’s effects on asthma.45 Mold and pest infestations have been
identified as exacerbating cases of asthma with residents, especially
in deteriorating housing conditions.46 The tenant association at the
Smith Houses filed a lawsuit this summer that charged NYCHA
with failing to provide safe living conditions, including long-term
persistent exposure to mold.

Contaminated water in a flooded parking lot after Sandy in NYC photo courtesy of Justin Lane/EPA
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Rat Indexing Inspections in CD3 - NYC Dept. of Health and Mental Hygiene 2012
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Hazardous materials are another major concern for the Lower
East Side.47 The Sandy Regional Assembly highlighted the issues
around hazardous material spills. The City of New York has yet to
release data on where hazardous material spills occurred during the
Superstorm Sandy storm surge and what materials were hazardous to
human health in those spills.48 Any recommendation for interventions
in the Lower East Side will be crucial considerations in our future
work.

Infrastructure
Open Space

14th St Con Edison power plant - photo courtesy of Rodrigo Balarezo

Enviro Justice
Enviro Justice

NYC has yet to release data on where
hazardous material spills occurred during
Sandy and what materials were hazardous
to human health in those spills.

SWOT

CD3 Hazardous Material Spills
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S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS

•

•

•
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•

Enviro Justice
SWOT
SWOT

Existing permeable open space is found primarily
in community gardens, tower-in-the-park
developments, and the larger public parks.
Flexible transportation system can create
evacuation options and increase resiliency during
disasters.
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Low-lying areas are susceptible to flooding and
storm surge.
14th Street substation and pump station located
in storm surge area.
Reliance on mass transit limits evacuation options
for large segments of the population.
Vulnerable waterfront populations have limited
subway access.
The Lower East Side is not within a priority
NYC Department of Environmental Protection
watershed, limiting access to funding through the
green infrastructure pilot program.
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Open Space

•

•

•

•

•

Climate change is likely to increase the magnitude
and frequency of future coastal storms and raise
temperatures.
Strain on electrical grid and dangers to human
health due to urban heat island effect are expected
to intensify.
Warming temperatures and growth in the bar and
restaurant industry are expected to increase pest
populations.
Open hazardous material spills are located within
storm surge areas.
Greater and more frequesnt storm surge and
flooding will trigger more frequent Combined
Sewer Outfall events.
Increased flooding from storm surge poses
greater risk for respiratory problems from mold
infestation.

Infrastructure

•

•

•

•

Current citywide initiative to create green
infrastructure projects can improve drainage and
decrease runoff.
Ferry system could be extended to CD3 to increase
transportation options.
Replacement of outdated heating systems can
improve air quality.
Vulnerabilites exposed during Sandy have raised
awareness of the need to protect essential utilities.
Flexibility of bus system allows for guided
response after disasters.
Plans to expand bus rapid transit sytem provides
the opportunity to develop transit options for
waterfront populations.

Trnasportation

THREATS

•

OPPORTUNITIES
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/CONCLUSION
Our studio conducted this analysis to inform the reader about the existing

conditions in the Lower East Side of Manhattan, as it relates to disaster
preparedness. We divided our research into three sections for detailed
research: the built, social, and natural environment. We concluded each
section with an analysis that calls attention to the strengths, weakness,
opportunities, and threats that currently exist in the Lower East Side.
Since the existing housing stock makes evacuation difficult for vulnerable
populations in the Lower East Side, our studio believes strong community
organization is an essential component to fortify the Lower East Side against
natural disasters. We look forward to working with strong community
organizations in the Lower East Side to create opportunities that enhance
the quality of life, and simultaneously make this area more resilient to
natural disasters. Through a series of interventions in our future work, we
look forward to the challenge of meeting this goal.
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/APPENDIX A: BUILT
Elected Officials On the Lower East Side:
• Margaret Chin (Council District 1)- Cover Sites 1 and 3.
• Rosie Mendez (Council District 2)- Covers Site 2.
• Daniel Squadron (Senate District 26)- Covers Site 1 and 3.
• Brad Hoylman (Senate District 27)- Covers Site 2.
• Sheldon Silver (Assembly District 65)- Covers Sites 1 and 3.
• Brian Kavanagh (Assembly District 74)- Covers Site 2.
• Nydia Velazquez (U.S. Congressional District 7)- Sites 1, 2, and
part of 3.
• Carolyn Maloney (U.S. Congressional District 12)- Most of site 3.
• Manhattan Community Board 3 Chair- Gigi Li
The two City Council members that represent Community District
3, as well as the community board chair, have been identified as the
elected officials with the greatest ability to respond to the unique,
localized issues facing the Lower East Side. Margaret Chin is
Chair of the Committee on Lower Manhattan Redevelopment
and is a member of the committees on Public Housing, Aging,
Civil Rights, Women’s Issues, Education, and Small Business6. In
an interview with The Lo-Down, Council Member Chin pointed
to a number of steps she and the City Council have taken to aid
disaster preparedness, however she failed to list this as one of her
top campaign issues7. Rosie Mendez is Chair of the Committee
on Public Housing and serves on the committees for Land Use,
Housing and Buildings, Health, Lower Manhattan Redevelopment,
Landmarks, and Public Sitting and Maritime Uses8. Council
Member Mendez cited disaster preparedness as a major issue in
her re-election campaign and noted her work helping constituents
immediately following the storm9.
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STUDY SITES

2

1

Background image courtesy of Google maps

3

PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS (CONT.)

Seaport City
On July 31st, 2013, Mayor Bloomberg announced a Request for
Proposals to conduct a feasibility study on the construction of
Seaport City24. The concept calls for development of a mulit-purpose
levee, housing residential and retail uses. The levee would stretch
the mile and a half distance between the Battery and the Manhattan
Bridge, protecting the area from storm surge events. The RFP was
issued in response to the protections that Battery Park City provided
for the Western shores of Lower Manhattan during Hurricane Sandy.
Opponents of the plan have argued that the development places too
much emphasis on luxury residential development25.
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Table: Household Sizes
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/APPENDIX B: SOCIAL

Map B-2: Foreign Born Population
96

Map B-6: Elderly Living Alone

Table B-1: Households
Needing Special
Assistance: Single
Headed Households and
Linguistically Isolated
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Map B-7: Population with Physical Disability
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Map B-8: Population with Mental Disability

Map B-9: Population with Sensory Disability

Map B-12 Population Below the Poverty Line
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Table B-3: Physical,
Mental, and Sensory
Disabilities

Table B-2: Elderly Living Alone

Source: U.S. Census 2010
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Source: U.S. Census 2000

Table B-4:
Population of Color

Source: ACS 2007-2011
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Table B-5:
Population Already
Socioeconomically
Burdened: Median
Income, Below Poverty,
and Receiving SNAP
Benefits
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Map B-13: Rent Burden 30%+ of Income
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TABLE B-6: VULNERABILITY INDEX METHODS
Vulnerability Index
The following index was created to “aggregate” demographic vulnerability in order to illustrate the exponential factor of vulnerability
that results from multiplicity and intersection of these individual
indicators. We have chosen 11 primary indicators of “vulnerability”
and created a matrix through which to measure aggregate vulnerability.
Vulnerability Indicators and percentage criteria:
Population over 65yrs (15%-27%)
Children under 18yrs (16%-26%)
Population of Color (68%-98%)
Foreign Born (41%-71%)
Below Poverty (24%-52%)
Single headed household families (21%-48%)
Food Stamp/SNAP (23%-56%)
Linguistic Isolation yr 2000 (25%-46%)
Physical Disability yr 2000 (11%-18%)
Mental Disability yr 2000 (9%-15%)
Sensory Disability yr 2000 (5%-7%)
“Vulnerability” status (higlighted in yellow) in a census tract is first
designated if a tract’s population is comprised of above-average percentage of a population under a certain indicator (disability, poverty,
etc.) relative to averages of Community District 3 as a whole and to
Manhattan. Tracts that receive vulnerability status in 6-10 indicators
are considered HIGH vulnerability. Tracts that receive vulnerability
status in 3-5 indicators receive are considered MEDIUM vulnerability. Tracts that receive vulnerability status in 0-2 indicators receive a
score of LOW vulnerability.
“Concentrated Vulnerability” status (labeled in red) is designated to
census tracts whose percentage of population under a certain indicator is significantly higher than averages (by at least one standard
deviation of census tracts relative to the average for all of Manhat104

tan). Tracts that receive “concentrated vulnerability” status in 5-6
indicators are considered HIGH. Tracts that receive “concentrated
vulnerability” status in 3-4 indicators receive are considered MEDIUM Tracts that receive “concentrated vulnerability” status in 0-2
indicators receive a score of LOW.
“Aggregate (Extreme) Vulnerability” score is created based on the
sum of the number of categories under which each tract received
“vulnerability” status and “concentrated vulnerability” status. For example, in census tract 25, it received vulnerability status in 10 indicators, and concentrated vulnerability status in 9 of 10 of those indicators. Their aggregate vulnerability is thus the sum = 19. Tracts that
receive aggregate vulnerability score of 14-20 are considered HIGH.
Tracts that receive vulnerability status in 7-13 indicators receive are
considered MEDIUM. Tracts that receive vulnerability status in 0-6
indicators receive a score of LOW.
Thus the choropleth map shows:
1. Census tracts HIGH aggregate vulnerability-DARK
2. Census tracts MEDIUM aggregate vulnerability-MEDIUM
3. Census tracts LOW aggregate vulnerable--LIGHT
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Table B-7 List of Religious Institutions

Table B-8 Gentrification Indicators
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Table B-9: Employment/Industry Types in CD3 continued (ACS 2009-2011)

Table: Employment/Industry Types in CD3 continued (ACS 2009-2011)

Figure B-6: Change in median rent 2006-2011

Figure B-12: Graph showing change overtime in Sector

Map B-30: Noise complaints

/APPENDIX C: NATURAL
Aggregate
Vulnerability Index
Low
Medium
High

